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Abstract 

           This paper minutely scrutinizes the poems of Kamala Das which mirror the story of ladies 

subjugation, as a person needs, to preserve alive the myth of his superiority which results in bias 

in opposition to women in  of lifestyles. In the eye of Kamala Das, even the act of intercourse 

itself has the male as aggressor and girls as recipient. numerous poems of Kamala Das factors to 

the implicit gender bias which affects the lives of women in all spheres of existence, everywhere 

in the international i.e. their status in society, schooling, careers, protection and peculiarly very 

life inside the society. Kamala Das yearns in the course of her lifestyles for true love and 

affection. She has been immensely frank and dauntless in expressing her physical wishes and for 

this she is severely criticized. Shared to stand on her personal and express flawlessly her physical 

need. Dance of the Eunuchs, one of the most great poems of Kamala Das, has successfully 

reflected the psychological country of poet as it could be tested on the lines of abjection idea 

evolved by using Julia Kristeva.  Das poems mirror her sensualism main to spiritualism in the 

Radha Krishna portrayal.  
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Introduction 

            Within the latest instances, there has been steady hike inside the production of 

imaginative literature in English by the Indian writers. The constant efforts with the aid of the 

intense Indians in putting their vivid ideas and heightened sensibility in English language have 



drawn world huge interest. at some stage in twentieth century, there emerged a first-rate feeling 

some of the poets, writers and pupils of different international locations writing in English to 

establish, the identity of their own writings as a one-of-a-kind pressure of their personal cultural 

history and literary organizations. With the re ceding of the romantic way of life, the second 

wave of Indian poetry in English emerged just round the start of publish-Independence 

technology. R. Parthasarathy's Ten twentieth-century Indian Poets publicized the works of 

the‗educational' poets, amongst whom the most audacious — specially in her protests in 

opposition to patriarchy and embracing of matrilineal way of life with a romantic fervor, the 

exploration of lady sexuality and the sexual goals of women,(1) is Kamala Das. Kamala Das, 

also referred to as Madhavikutty in her mother-tongue, Malayalam, is a path blazer in the Indian 

English Poetry. Kamala Das has served the Indian English literature immensely. Her maximum 

wonderful achievement is writing an Indian English. frequently her vocabulary, idioms, 

preference of words and a few syntactical creation are part of what has been termed the Indian i 

of  English. that is an accomplishment. it's miles essential in the development of the country 

wide literature that writers loose themselves from the linguistics wide spread in their colonizers 

and create a literature primarily based on neighborhood speech.‖ (2). in step with Eunice de 

Souza women writers owe a unique debt to Kamala Das as - ―She mapped out the terrain for 

submit-colonial girls in social and linguistic terms.‖(three)Kamala Das‗ poems epitomize the 

catch 22 situation of the cutting-edge Indian ladies who try to loose her sexually and locally from 

the role bondage sanctioned to her through the patriarchal society. "Kamala's poetry embodies 

agonies of girls rising from that country of subjugation and bondage, and looking for to establish 

their identification and the self.‖(4) In truth Kamala Das has come at the Indo-English poetic 

scene at a time whilst there has been a heightening of interest within the works of women all 

around the global. that is due to the fact there was a rethinking and a re-interpretation of the 

conventional position of ladies and the resultant emancipation of women in a male-dominated 

universe. Arlene R.okay. Zide opines:"Kamala Das' issues transcend the 'private' due to the fact 

what she attempts to poetize, is the 'ordinary experience' of a woman"(5) 

 

Discussion 



                    The poetry of Kamala Das is characterised with the aid of a daring frankness, a total 

loss of inhibitions specifically as regards to love and sex, this marked her as iconoclast. Her 

poems when centered upon love treats it within greater panoptic tiers of topics, greater realized 

settings and with smooth emotions, bringing to it an intensity of emotion and speech. She is a 

innovative author. Her voice is authentic, honest, frank, human to middle, persuasive, and 

certainly female. In her poems she expresses her inner pangs resulting from marriage. She feels a 

sense of loss and suffocation for marriage commodifies her, crushes her soul, her spirit, her 

liberty and her 

Pragmatic analysis Of Kamala Das Poetry essence as a women. Kamala Das has been appeared 

as a sincerely actual feminine voice of energy coping with―battle between passivity and 

rebellion against the male oriented universe‖. Her poetry to Devendra Kohli is―in the very last 

analysis and acknowledgment and a party of the beauty and braveness of being ladies ‖.Kamala 

Das poems are pre-eminently poem of love- love which incorporates affliction and pain in a 

―near- neurotic world‖. Her global of love is specially a private global, depicting the agonizing 

ambivalence of the look for security in love even even as wanting ―independence consistent 

with a non-domestic mode of living‖. The failureto find out this significant relationship between 

the sexes invests bordering on tragedy. She makes public ,historically non-public reviews, 

suggesting that ladies‗s private emotions of longing and loss are the part of the collective revel in 

of womanhood. in the collection, The Descendants, the poem ―The Maggots‖ name the pain of 

lost love with historic Hindu myths, while the poem ―The searching-Glass‖ suggests that the 

very component society labels taboos are the things that girls are presupposed to observe. in the 

old Playhouse and different Poems, poems which include ―substitute‖, ―Gino‖, and ―The 

Suicide‖ take a look at physical love‗s failure to provide success, break out from the self, and 

exorcism of the beyond, while poems inclusive of ―The inheritance‖ addresses the integrity of 

the creative self in the face of non secular fanaticism. Dance of the Eunuchs is one of the most 

exquisite poems of Kamala Das. The poet vividly conjures up the surroundings of a hot, tortured, 

corrupt, sterile and barren world via vivid symbols and photos. The dance of the eunuchs whose 

joyless lifestyles displays the poet‗s fractured personality is a great piece of autobiographical 

poetry. Kamala Das has vividly visualized the world of ―vacant ecstasy‖ and sterility via sever a 

useful pix and logos in her poetry. In reality Eunuchs try and eke out a livelihood through 

dancing. Their dancing is mechanical and painful. The situations and the climate are forbidding. 



The spectators are merciless. Even God appears to feature their woes. The eunuchs‗ voices are 

harsh and their songs are complete of despair. The issues of the songs are those of fans death and 

kids left unborn. some beat their drums at the same time as others beat their flat breasts and wept. 

The joy on their faces is handiest a masks as they writhe in pain and their faces are really vacant. 

The environment of heat and sterility is, to begin with, expressed through ―fiery gulmohur‖ and 

―the jasmines in, their hair‖ couldn't offer them with a calming impact. The photo of ―Their 

sour breasts‖ once more shows their sterility and barrenness because they belong to neither sex. 

they're destined to re mainunful filled. In truth their character displays the psychological outburst 

of the poet. it is able to be examined on the lines of abjection principle evolved via Julia Kristeva 

―The abject is that which is rejected via social cause- the communal consensus that underpins a 

social order‖ (6). ―The abject exists therefore somewhere between the concept of an object and 

the idea of the issue representing taboo factors of the self barely separated off in a liminal 

area‖(7) consistent with Julia Kristeva- ―The abject is located outside the symbolic order, being 

forced to face it is an inherently worrying enjoy, as with the repulsion supplied by disagreement 

with dust, waste or a corpse- an item that is violently solid out of the cultural global, having once 

been a subject‘similarly the tremendously suggestive snap shots of: a meager rain that smelt of 

dust in Attics and the urine of lizards and mice….‖ (8)highlight the depressed and dejected 

intellectual country of Kamala Das. in step with Kristeva‗s idea of abjection,fear is the 

dominant/operative word. creating a connection between language and phobia, Kristeva claims 

that―phobia does now not disappear however slides under language‖ and ―any exercise of 

speech, in as a whole lot because it includes writing, is a language of fear‖ (9). in addition the 

heightened sensibilities of the poet through the picturisation othe outside elements forge the 

photo of the psychological nation of the poet herself.―it's far a poem that successfully delineates 

the comparison between the superficial joy and the inner 

depravity. The eunuchs end up the objective correlative of suppressed desires‖. (10) there may be 

a great deal ache and struggling inside the verse of Kamala Das. Poem corresponds her own 

feeling of persecution and inadequacy. Her female self reveals the man emotionally poor and 

incapable of possessing a passionate regard for concrete fact. Her female self is an outcome of 

the cruelty, tyranny and detached mindset of man. She mourns in her works pointing out her 

pitiable situation. some of poems in 'The Descendants' cope with the topic of love affairs 



ensuing in uselessness. 'The looking Glass' capabilities as a comedian-alleviation inside the 

identical depth as it features in a manner to mock at the cruelty of man toward his counterpart. It 

gives unwonted delight to guy to think sick and negative about his spouse. he is glad to look his 

bodily strength and takes with no consideration that he also leads intellectually. In a male ruled 

global, it relies upon on female to satisfy the male ego with the aid of admiring his male prowess 

via showing her very own feminine weak point. Her smooth, adorable feminine self serves two 

obligations, first to excite his ardour and - 2nd to gratify his vanity as a superior male. Her 

feminine self additionally learns a way to get a guy to fulfill her lust as in ―The searching 

Glass‖―Getting a person to like you is straight  forward most effective be honest about your 

needs as lady. Stand nude before the glass with him in order that he sees himself the stronger one 

Radha's ache is searing, and her silence is given voice through Das. furthermore, via creating a 

powerful goddess prey to such mind, it serves as a validation for regular women to have 

comparable feelings. Her unfulfilled love, lusts and sexual bouts, pain and discomfort, sterility 

and inner vacuity, sadness, sickness, sickness and loss of life wish are expressed via the pix of 

human frame, solar and heart, burial and cremation ,nature, sex, sleep and the myth of RADHA 

and KRISHNA. okay.R.S. Iyegar feedback: ―The images are icy, stony, steely, and dark –

―settle time like a paper weight‖ or ―dies with steel sighs‖ or ―the night, dark cloaked like 

aprocuress‖ and are supposed perhaps to insulate the genuine self from the surface life.‖ A search 

for love is the main preoccupation of Kamala Das's poetry. She confesses with utmost can dour 

that she "commenced to jot down poetry with the ignoble purpose of wooing a man" commented 

Nissim Ezekiel. Love will become the pervasive subject matter for her and it is through love that 

she endeavors to discover herself. It is not the physical love that Das longs for. What she craves 

for is an emotional bonding together with her guy 

Conclusion 

             Thus, Das is an critical discern whose ambitious and sincere voice has re-energized 

Indian writing in English. Das has attempted to touch and feel existence in a meaningful manner 

and there lies a dualism in her writing in English, in which soul is contrasted to frame. Her 

poems are full of craving for loss of life which symbolizes calmness in contrast to the aware 

mind and the frame of the nerve-racking character. Her consciousness of the supremacy of spirit 

over depend, soul over frame, undying over the temporal is suggestive of a adulthood in her 



creative artwork. As an Indian writer and poet Das champions the reasons of superiority of spirit 

over be counted, as in a few poems like RadhaKishan‖ and ―Vrindavan‖ she has tried to find a 

mythic equal for her look for genuine love. Her indignant female self went on emotional 

wanderings attempting to explore an identification and freedom. As a woman she tries to peer 

guy lady courting in its purest and idealized form. So dualism outcomes from the fall from 

adolescence innocence into the grownup realm of sexuality, marriage and existence amongst 

strangers. Her sympathetic information explication and revelation of the hassle of Indian woman 

in popular, obviously make her feminist. within the words of ok.R. Srinivasa Iyengar, 

―aggressively individualistic,‖ is Kamala Das aka MadhaviKutty, the so-referred to as icon of 

Indian feminism. 
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